CRCC Asia specializes in organizing opportunities in dynamic locations. Their programming is framed around 5 Key Learning Objectives: Employability, Cultural Agility, Country Knowledge, Sector-Specific Knowledge and Global Connections. The organization is committed to fostering a community of global career-ready graduates with tangible skill sets and international competencies. They believe in a holistic program model that encompasses extensive pre-departure training, on the ground events and support, and re-entry programming upon completion.

LENGTH

Flexible program length with a minimum 6 weeks and a maximum of 12 weeks. Due to the variation in program length there are rolling start dates in the summer.

INCLUSIONS

- Visa processing, fees, and support
- Accommodations
- Airport pick-up with induction course and cultural orientation
- Welcome package, including local SIM card
- Drop-off at placement and introduction on first day
- Weekly social and cultural events, and business seminars
- 24-hour support and guidance
- Access to CRCC Asia alumni network
- CRCC Asia certification of completion

FEES

Program fees vary depending on the location and the length of the placement. Fees start at $3,495 USD for a 1-month placement in Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam. Carleton University tuition fees are in addition to the program fees.

Carleton offers bursaries of $500 - $2,500 to offset travel costs. Students enrolled in the International Internship Program will be provided all bursary application details.

For more information: www.crccasia.com
Upon application, students will be invited to advising sessions to determine a students' goals, experiences and ideal placement field request.

Sectors include:
- Advertising, Public Relations & Marketing
- Business
- Creative Industries & Media
- Charities, Not-for-Profit & NGO's
- Engineering
- Finance
- Green Technologies
- Hospitality
- Legal
- Logistics
- Pharmaceuticals and Healthcare
- Real Estate & Architecture
- Technology
- Travel and Tourism

For more information on the Internship Program, visit us:
404 Tory Building
International.internships@carleton.ca